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About This Content

Introducing the Magicka 2: Ice, Death and Fury!

The most overpowered and irresponsible wizards known to fantasy are back! In this second DLC for Magicka 2 you will
experience more spells, outfits, missions, enemies and co-op fun then you can wave a wand at!

Four Brand New Scenarios – New co-op gamemodes with objectives!

Protect the King

Troll Cave

Darkness
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 Old Wizard

Three new Boss Fights – face off against the harshest of enemies!

Insane Maxi

Mr Carrot

The Great Porkolino!

Three Full Robe sets - with awesome Ranged Weapons and unique effects!

Death Apprentice Robe, Grimnir Reaper Staff and The Dead Mans Hand weapon.

Scavenger Robe, Staff of Detection and the Ol’ Trusty Rusty Revolver!

Robe of Riviera, a Crow Staff and a Silver Longsword.
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Title: Magicka 2: Ice, Death and Fury
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Paradox Arctic
Publisher:
Paradox Interactive
Release Date: 15 Dec, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8 or 10

Processor: : 3GHz Dual Core (Intel Pentium G3220 / AMD A4-4000 or higher)

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 550 or better / ATI Radeon HD 5850 or better 

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Russian
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HORROR PHRASE: Stop procrastination! You must study!

Hehehe

It's a good scary game, but, "m\u00e9h", nothing really impressive. The graphics and effects could be better. The alarm is really
annoying ('cause I play with headphones and\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I want to be scared!). It's something like
P.T. (yes everybody can see it and everybody is commenting it). For it's price, if you like the genre, give it a shot.

Developer, please, make the alarm less annoying.
Give me a running key for godsake, he walks so damn slow
Put more psychological horror as the tag says, suden jump-scare is easy and lame.
Put more content!

Thanks!
. Generally, in rhythm-based games that have so many of their mechanics based around detecting the beat of a song, you actually
want the beat-detection to detect the ever-important beat. When it fails to do this for virtually your entire library - detecting
beats that don't exist, consistently skipping beats in a chugging song that has an unchanging beat - and the mechanics of the
game don't just reward your attentiveness to the beat but actively punishes you for not keeping with the game's seemingly
arbitrary measure of where the beat of your song actually is, then it makes the game...

...basically unplayable.. One of my most played games of all time, used to play every day now that its on steam even better, this
game needs more praise.. Impire is a poorly executed amalgamation of some of my favorite franchises. It could have been oh-so-
much more.

The Good
* Its like a MOBA-Squad based Dungeon Keeper
* Its Ardania (I'm a big fan of the Majesty franchise)
* Characters are pretty awesome
* Dialog is great... although the demon's voice is slightly annoying
* Pretty nice graphics overall

The Bad
* Dungeon Keeper clone is not Dungeon Keeper
* Pre-Fab rooms cut down on customization. Training room, for example is a fixed size. Can't be expanded or made into a
different shape
* MOBA-style RTS is a poor replacement for the Simulated Life (individual monster AI) of Dungeon Keeper
* Squad-based RTS is tactically uninteresting. Its mostly "Oh A go attack B"
* Pretty-much the same strategy can be used over and over again endlessly with no variation. This becomes grind-tastic quickly
because this game has a billion levels.
* Decent graphics, and humorous dialog seem lost on ingame movies with game assets close-up (no high-poly models) who's
mouths don't even move. They took the time to do good writing, and make a great engine, but didn't consider high-poly models
for close-up briefings and cinematics? WTF.
* Controls feel sluggish and dull
* Hero ladders are extremely annoying and grindy.
* The need for constant teleportation should have informed the game-makers that something was wrong with their gameplay.
Perhaps they should have made it so you didn't have to ninja over to hero ladders and perhaps make garrisoning better so you
don't have to constantly shift frontline troops back for hero invasions.

I give this a 6.5\/10, which is barely a passing grade, but is still a passing grade. I had fun, even though there's really very
shallow in terms of tactics or strategy. The same things work over and over again. Most units don't even need to be used. But the
Dungeon Keeper nostalgia and cute dialog put it over the top for me.
. I just came to say thanks for this free DLC. Can't recommend this game enough.. I had fun! The AI makes playing with few
people even better!. The software is good (and free, so try it before you get any DLC's)
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The main reason I'm doing this review is because I HATE people B****ing about "How many DLC's there are"... NOBODY IS
FORCING YOU TO BUY THEM!
This company's goal is to keep providing content (and to get paid for it)... What's so wrong with that? They can either keep
releasing DLC's or they can make it a subscription model (I HATE subscription model software, but am happy to pay for DLC's
I want).
I personally wish they were still releasing DLC's because I LOVE the portrait one and I wish I could get some more of those
(Maybe they are still planning on it? but I think the last DLC was put out Dec 2017).
I own, and like all of the DLC's, but this software might not be for everyone.

If anybody from Overhead Games reads this, I want you to know that not everyone are A**holes about DLC's and I'm happy to
keep paying for great content if you're willing to keep making it.. There are few games that I find myself unwilling and unable
to complete. This is one of them. It has an interesting mechanic of territory control (pushing shadows back with your imaginary
tower-friends), and it creates a nice sombre tone with its cut-scene art.

However, it is ultimately a tower defense game that lacks player-friendliness and failed to have an impact on me. Skill points
that you allocate are absolutely permanent. If you find yourself unhappy or unable to progress because of your skills, you'll have
to restart the game from scratch to repick your skills. Further, winning battles leaves me unsatisfied, and I'm more irritated than
distraught when I lose my units, little yellow plushies with no personality. The cut-scene art is nice, but the inexpert voice-acting
can be grating if you pay attention to it.

Lastly, installing this game means you have to install Quicktime as well. This is how the game plays its cutscenes. It's pointed
out in the requirements (har har as if we read those), but if you have the same hate on Apple I've noticed in some Steam threads,
then this is just icing on the "Try something else" cake. I only recommend this game to hardcore tower-defense game enthusiasts
who enjoy skill-picking with no backtracking, and who do not listen to cut-scenes.. - a very good time management game
- it took me 40 hours to solve the campaign
- paid \u20ac4,-
- had fun all the way
- 100% solved

just bought Townopolis ;-)
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This game is a very realaxing. I play at night before I go to sleep whenever I'm to hyper and need to calm down. It's got a nice
feel and I don't really play visual novels but this one is amazing and very well put together!. These guys were ok. I would
definitely buy them just to see for yourself.

Elwurd... was honestly kind of one-note in my opinion. Her character role was the badass-lesbian who was getting over a break-
up. Elwurd. L-Word. Not even subtle. BUT the way I see it, I do like the relationship that was explored BETWEEN herself and
another troll we have previously seen, also setting the precedent that trolls from past volumes can return for a bit. All the same,
to theme a character after her same-sex relationship seems a little bit like a heavy-handed token to me, especially considering
Homestuck and Hiveswap already have a great abundance of gay\/lesbian\/bi characters that were actually more flushed out with
more aspects to their personality. But, we did only just now get to talk with her. It's just: I may be LGBT, but you can't sell me a
character on their sexuality and romantic life. Luckily, I just happened to enjoy seeing the dynamic of the girls that broke up
and what little time we got to see of our character just spending time with her.

Kuprum and Folykl are sweet. One of the better friendships portrayed in my opinion. I very much pale-ship them. Not as many
thoughts on them, but I enjoyed their dynamic as well. My father took the Extended Zodiac quiz and shares a sign with Kuprum,
so that was a little extra fun for me.

Overall, I thought this was a fair volume.. What a fun little survival horror game, lots to see and do. Highly recommend!. WAY
too simplistic for my taste. Sorta reminds me of The Polynomial

the music sucks and is on a endless loop

the menus are \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed up, scrolling is sooo slow and the entire interface is weird

Best thing is the graphics

The price is very low, and it should be. But even then i say skip this, there are far better arcade games out there. I bought this
game after I saw it on Kinda Funny. It looked like a lot of fun to play so I decided to give it a try. It's extremely fun to play,
addicting, and easy to start. Everyone should try it out, and learn that it is a fantastic, fun game.. Fun, challenging, awesome. bad
level design,cheap deaths, bad placement of auto saves, alot of redoing entire boards, horrid story.this game has it all just not in
a good way.. 1 of the next best games out there!. Awesome game, it's a psychological thrill ride. Great work for a one man
project.

If you have heart trouble, you may want to pass on this one, though not marketed as a horror title it can scare the crap out of
you. It uses your own isolation and the environment to generate paranoia, and It uses the size of the research environment to
create a sense of smallness. These are elements that HP Lovecraft used in his writing to create cosmic horror, and this game is
very much cosmic horror.

The tediousness of maintaining the telescopes and equipment is part of what it means to maintain a radio telescope array, the
events are probably way more interesting than what real S.E.T.I. researchers encounter, but they're a thrill ride.. Oldschool top
down football (soccer) game inspired by the old classics from the 90s. If you liked those games (KO2\/Sensible Soccer) you will
like this game. Nothing has quite captured the essence of those games until now. Scoring a goal in in the current generation of
3D football computer games (FIFA\/PES) never quite give you that feeling that you earned it. In Natural Soccer, as in the
classics from the 90s, it can finally feel like you earned scoring that goal again.

But a note of warning to all those that think that winning in games should be served up to them on a silver platter: it is not an
easy game. You will battle the control of the ball as much as you battle the opposing team but in my humble opinion this is what
really should be like. There are easier control options provided for those that really prefer this, but you will still have to earn that
win all by yourself. And when you do win, you will want to feel that way again.

All in all a Natural Soccer is a good football (soccer) game for those that like a bit of a challenge.
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